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Bluewolf Partners with Clicktools
to Power “The State of Salesforce”
Data Collection
Many of Bluewolf’s clients use Salesforce, the
customer success platform, to engage their customers
and grow their business. To help their clients learn
how the best companies use Salesforce, Bluewolf’s
Corporate Marketing Team surveys Salesforce customers
from around the world and uses that data to produce
a report entitled The State of Salesforce.

History of the State of Salesforce
When the Bluewolf Corporate Marketing Team first
launched The State of Salesforce, they used a
standalone survey solution to collect responses.
Over time, the goals and focus of the report expanded,
as did their need for a more sophisticated survey
tool. Jonathan Staley, a Product Marketing Manager
at Bluewolf, recalled, “We knew we needed a more
robust survey solution. Dynamic question types in
addition to the ability to conduct quick data
analysis and reporting were essential. Clicktools is
one of Bluewolf’s partners, so aligning with them
on a more powerful solution was a natural fit.”
In 2013, the Bluewolf Corporate Marketing Team
enlisted the support of Clicktools professional
services team to build a more sophisticated survey
using SURVE, the premium survey software for
business built by Clicktools. SURVE enabled
conditional questions based on job function and other
demographics. The reporting made cutting the data in
various ways and cross-tabbing to analyze segments,
such as respondents’ roles and company size,
significantly more efficient than it had been before.

Taking SURVE into Their Own Hands
After a successful run with their first SURVE survey,
The Bluewolf Corporate Marketing Team opted to take
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CHALLENGES:
•

Replace standalone survey application
that required responses to be analyzed in
spreadsheets.

•

Expand the scope and complexity of the
State of Salesforce survey to include dynamic
questions, such as conditional questions and
pre-populated fields.

•

Eliminate time-consuming tasks associated
with feedback management from partners,
such as manually tracking responses by
partner and by segment.

SOLUTION:
•

Implement SURVE to power the State
of Salesforce data collection and analysis.

•

Automate response tracking to manage and
analyze all survey data within SURVE.

•

Increase efficiencies for the Bluewolf
marketing team, enabling them to build,
manage, and report on a more complex
survey in less time.
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“SURVE allowed us to expedite the data collection and analysis
of our 2014 survey, and effectively manage responses quicker
than previous years. Team members could conduct data analysis
in one place, using their own views and filters.”
— Jonathan Staley, Product Marketing Manager, Bluewolf

“SURVE allowed us to expedite the data

“Using what we’ve already built and learned with

collection and analysis of our 2014 survey,

Clicktools, we look forward to the possibility of

and effectively manage responses quicker

working with them again on future projects.

than previous years,” said Staley. “Team

Their partnership and solution allow us to focus on

members could conduct data analysis in

the research we want to conduct and not worry

one place, using their own views and filters.”

about the limits of a solution or increasing the

To increase their survey population, the Bluewolf

daily workload on our team,” said Staley.

Corporate Marketing team also asked partners to
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